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Automated Serial Permanent Charge-Out
FD-5a (1-5-94)

Case ID: [5]

Description of Document:
Type: EC
Date: 03/20/06
To: WASHINGTON FIELD
From: WASHINGTON FIELD
Topic: SENDS DOCUMENTS TO SUB-FILE

Reason for Permanent Charge-Out:
Document was removed and reserialized as serial [□] in order to correct numerical sequence of documents.

Employee: [ ]
Precedence: ROUTINE

To: Washington Field

From: Washington Field

Contact: SA

Approved By: [Signature]

Drafted By: [Signature] cmp

Case ID #: (S) (Pending) - (S)

Title: (S) UNKNOWN SUBJECT(S); FALSE INFORMATION PROVIDED TO U.S. GOVERNMENT RE IRAQI EFFORTS TO OBTAIN URANIUM FROM NIGER; FCI-PERCEPTION MANAGEMENT (X)

Synopsis: (U) Opens sub-file.

(U) (S) Derived From: G-3

Declasify On: XL

(U) Details: (S) It is requested that the following sub-file be opened:

Sub-file

Purpose

(SS)
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

Date: 03/20/2006

To: Washington Field

From: Washington Field

Contact: SA

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: (S) (Pending) ☐ ☐

Title: (S) UNKNOWN SUBJECT(S);
FALSE INFORMATION PROVIDED TO
U.S. GOVERNMENT RE IRAQI EFFORTS
TO OBTAIN URANIUM FROM NIGER;
FCI-PERCEPTION MANAGEMENT. (X)

Synopsis: (U) Sends documents to sub-file.

(U) Derived From: G-3
Declassify On: X1

Reference: (S)

Attachment(s): (S) Five (5) attachments as described in the "Details" section.

√) Close Sub File, closed 3-23-06 LHF
√) Open Sub I, opened 3-23-06 LHF
√) Update this EC in Sub I, EC serialized, text not uploaded, 3-23-06 LHF

Text not uploaded
These documents are being sent to file as attachments to this EC. The reason for the delay in the documents being sent to file is that most are classified, and therefore had to be mailed (via diplomatic pouch) by Legat Rome to WFO.

The attached documents are:

**